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This IBM® Redbooks® publication describes IBM DB2® SQL compatibility
features. The latest version of DB2 includes extensive native support for the
PL/SQL procedural language, new data types, scalar functions, improved
concurrency, built-in packages, OCI, SQLPlus, and more. These features can
help with developing applications that run on both DB2 and Oracle and can help
simplify the process of moving from Oracle to DB2. In addition, IBM now provides
tools to simplify the enablement process, such as the highly scalable IBM Data
Movement Tool for moving schema and data into DB2, and an Editor and Profiler
for PL/SQL provided by the IBM Data Studio tool suite. This Oracle to DB2
migration guide describes new technology, preferred practices for moving to
DB2, and common scenarios that can help you as you move from Oracle to DB2.
This book is intended for IT architects and developers who are converting from
Oracle to DB2. DB2 compatibility with Oracle is provided through native support.
The new capabilities in DB2 that provide compatibility are implemented at the
lowest and most intimate levels of the database kernel, as though they were
originally engineered for DB2. means that the DB2 implementation is done
without the aid of an emulation layer. This intimacy leads to the scalable
implementation that DB2 offers, providing identical performance between DB2
compatibility features and DB2 other language elements. For example, DB2 runs
SQL PL at the same performance as PL/SQL implementations of the same
function.
The only book to cover and compare Oracle's online analytic processing
productsWith the acquisition of Hyperion Systems in 2007, Oracle finds itself
owning the two most capable OLAP products on the market--Essbase and the
OLAP Option to the Oracle Database. Written by the most knowledgeable
experts on both Essbase and Oracle OLAP, this Oracle Press guide explains
how these products are similar and how they differ. Oracle Essbase & Oracle
OLAP will help you architect the Oracle OLAP product that is most appropriate
for your application, and build, tune, and maintain OLAP solutions.
Database administration isn’t about passing a certified exam, or about pointing
and clicking your way through a crisis. Database administration is about applying
the right solution at the right time, avoiding risk, and making robust choices that
get you home each night in time for dinner with your family. This book will help
elevate you to the level of Professional Oracle Database Administrator. This book
provides information and techniques for keeping an Oracle database stable and
running on-premise, and is fully updated to cover Oracle Database 18c. New in
this edition is coverage of cloud administration in the Oracle Public Cloud,
automation of tasks using the autonomous database features, and data
movement with multi-tenant databases. The book covers everything from
architecture of the database engine, securing objects and users, strategies for
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performing maintenance tasks and resolving performance problems, through to
backup and recovery. Pro Oracle Database 18c Administration takes a modern
approach to database administration. Emphasis is given to automation, which is
of growing importance as more databases are being moved into various cloud
solutions and database administrators are being required to manage more
instances than ever. Focus is given to multi-tenant container architecture and
pluggable databases, and the book takes a refreshing, results-oriented approach
that helps you get the job done. What You'll Learn Understand the differences
between managing on-premise and cloud deployments Take advantage of new
features in 18c while also managing older releases Manage more databases than
ever by automating your environment Apply the latest techniques around
pluggable databases and containerization Safeguard your data through good
security and backup/recovery practices Troubleshoot common problems Who
This Book Is For Database architects and administrators who want to level-up to
the latest techniques around containerization, automation, and cloud deployment.
The book also is appropriate for Oracle professionals desiring to present
themselves as being competitive and up-to-date with the latest in the field.
"Manage and safeguard your organization's data"--Cover.
In this book, Oracle experts Darl Kuhn, Sam Alapati, and Arup Nanda show you
the power of Recovery Manager, or RMAN, which is Oracle's backup and
recovery tool of choice. Oracle RMAN Recipes helps you take advantage of all
that RMAN has to offer. This handy guide demystifies the steps required to
protect your business data. It provides ready-made and example-based solutions
to common (and some not-so-common) backup and recovery operations.
Pro Oracle Database 11g RAC on Linux provides full-life-cycle guidance on
implementing Oracle Real Application Clusters in a Linux environment. Real
Application Clusters, commonly abbreviated as RAC, is Oracle’s industry-leading
architecture for scalable and fault-tolerant databases. RAC allows you to scale up
and down by simply adding and subtracting inexpensive Linux servers.
Redundancy provided by those multiple, inexpensive servers is the basis for the
failover and other fault-tolerance features that RAC provides. Written by authors
well-known for their talent with RAC, Pro Oracle Database 11g RAC on Linux
gives you a rock-solid and technically flawless foundation on which to build your
RAC-management skills. Authors Julian Dyke and Steve Shaw share their hardwon experience in building RAC clusters, showing you how to build for success
using the very latest Oracle technologies, such as Automatic Storage
Management (ASM) and Oracle Clusterware. You’ll learn to troubleshoot
performance and other problems. You’ll even learn how to correctly deploy RAC
in a virtual-machine environment based upon Oracle VM, which is the only
virtualization solution supported by Oracle Corporation. RAC is a complex and
powerful technology. It demands expertise in its deployment. You can’t just
“wing it” in creating a RAC solution. Julian and Steve have earned the right to
term themselves expert—in Pro Oracle Database 11g RAC on Linux, they offer a
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rigorous and technically-correct treatment of RAC that helps you build a solid
foundation of expertise and achieve success. Rigorous and technically accurate
content Complete coverage of RAC, from planning to implementation to rollout to
ongoing maintenance and troubleshooting Up-to-date with the very latest RAC
features
Sam Alapati's Expert Oracle Database 11g Administration is a comprehensive
handbook for Oracle database administrators (DBAs) using the 11g release of
the Oracle Database. All key aspects of database administration are covered,
including backup and recovery, day–to–day administration and monitoring,
performance tuning, and more. This is the one book to have on your desk as a
continual reference. Refer to it frequently. It'll help you get the job done.
Comprehensive handbook for Oracle Database administrators. Covers all major
aspects of database administration. Tests and explains in detail key DBA
commands. Offers primers on Linux/Unix, data modeling, SQL, and PL/SQL.
This book, written by veteran Oracle database administrator Iggy Fernandez, a
regular on the Oracle conference circuit and the editor of NoCOUG Journal, is a
manageable introduction to key Oracle database administration topics including
planning, installation, monitoring, troubleshooting, maintenance, and backups, to
name just a few. As is clear from the table of contents, this book is not simply a
recitation of Oracle Database features such as what you find in the reference
guides available for free download on the Oracle web site. For example, the
chapter on database monitoring explains how to monitor database availability,
database changes, database security, database backups, database growth,
database workload, database performance, and database capacity. The chapters
of this book are logically organized into four parts that closely track the way your
database administration career will naturally evolve. Part 1 gives you necessary
background in relational database theory and Oracle Database concepts, Part 2
teaches you how to implement an Oracle database correctly, Part 3 exposes you
to the daily routine of a database administrator, and Part 4 introduces you to the
fine art of performance tuning. Each chapter has exercises designed to help you
apply the lessons of the chapter. Each chapter also includes a list of reference
works that contain more information on the topic of the chapter. In this book,
you'll find information that you won't find in other books on Oracle Database.
Here you'll discover not only technical information, but also guidance on work
practices that are as vital to your success as technical skills. The author's favorite
chapter is "The Big Picture and the Ten Deliverables." If you take the lessons in
that chapter to heart, you can quickly become a much better Oracle database
administrator than you ever thought possible.
Expert Oracle RAC 12c is a hands-on book helping you understand and implement
Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC), and to reduce the total-cost-of-ownership
(TCO) of a RAC database. As a seasoned professional, you are probably aware of the
importance of understanding the technical details behind the RAC stack. This book
provides deep understanding of RAC concepts and implementation details that you can
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apply toward your day-to-day operational practices. You’ll be guided in troubleshooting
and avoiding trouble in your installation. Successful RAC operation hinges upon a fastperforming network interconnect, and this book dedicates a chapter solely to that very
important and easily overlooked topic. All four authors are experienced RAC engineers
with a wealth of hard-won experience encountering and surmounting the challenges of
running a RAC environment that delivers on its promise. In Expert Oracle RAC 12c they
provide you a framework in which to avoid repeating their hard-won lessons. Their goal
is for you to manage your own RAC environment with ease and expertise. Provides a
deep conceptual understanding of RAC Provides best practices to implement RAC
properly and match application workload Enables readers to troubleshoot RAC with
ease What you’ll learn Know when to apply RAC, and when not to Design applications
to take advantage of RAC Troubleshoot and solve clusterware problems Manage
database backup and recovery in RAC Stay on top of locking issues and deadlock
detection Harness the performance from parallel processing in RAC Support your RAC
environment with a healthy network interconnect Who this book is for Expert Oracle
RAC 12c is for experienced Oracle Database Administrators (DBAs) who are ready to
take the next step in their career by expanding their skill set to include building and
managing Oracle Real Application Clusters (RAC). DBAs and architects who are in the
process of implementing RAC can immensely benefit from this book. It’s an excellent
choice for DBAs to learn RAC conceptually, understand best practices, and become
experts in troubleshooting RAC problems. Table of ContentsOverview of Oracle RAC
Clusterware Management and Troubleshooting RAC Operational Practices RAC New
Features Storage and ASM Practices Application Design Issues Managing and
Optimizing a Complex RAC Environment Backup and Recovery in RAC Network
Practices in RAC RAC Database Optimization Locks and Deadlocks Parallel Query in
RAC Clusterware and Database Upgrades Oracle RAC One Node
This book provides administrators with essential information on Oracle databases as
well as their interaction with SAP systems. First, you'll learn how best to plan or extend
an effective, secure system landscape. The authors show you how to analyze and
optimize the performance of hardware, operating system, database, and SAP system
as well as which parameters and tools you can use to monitor them. An entire chapter
deals with the critical aspects of backup, recovery, and restore, describing different data
backup concepts, BR*Tools, the Oracle Recovery Manager, and various backup
strategies in detail. In addition, the authors tackle advanced topics, such as Java and
SAP NetWeaver BI. By bridging the gap between basic background knowledge and reallife instruction, this book assists you in solving concrete administration problems,
structuring the operation of your system to achieve higher performance, and improving
data security and availability.
A Fully Integrated Study System for OCA Exam 1Z0-052 Prepare for the Oracle
Certified Associate Oracle Database 11g Administration I exam with help from this
exclusive Oracle Press guide. In each chapter, you'll find challenging exercises,
practice questions, a two-minute drill, and a chapter summary to highlight what you've
learned. This authoritative guide will help you pass the test and serve as your essential
on-the-job reference. Get complete coverage of all OCA objectives for exam 1Z0-052,
including: Database architecture Creating an Oracle Database Managing the Oracle
instance Configuring and managing the Oracle network Managing database storage
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structures Administering user security Managing schema objects, data and
concurrency, and undo data Implementing Oracle Database security Database
maintenance and performance management Backup and recovery Moving data
Intelligent infrastructure enhancements On the CD-ROM: One full practice exam that
simulates the actual OCA exam Detailed answers and explanations Score report
performance assessment tool Complete electronic book Bonus exam available free with
online registration
New Oracle database administrators can get off the ground running. This book helps
you develop the ability to think on your feet and move focus in an instant from arcane
syntax details to broad, corporate issues. Along the way, you will see how to create
your first database and implement best practices to ensure a well-running database
system. What makes Oracle DBA Mentor different is that it also teaches you how to
obtain answers that are not found in this or other books. Focus is given to creating a
test bed and running test cases to examine hypotheses and prove out solutions so you
can be sure they work in production. Attention is given to navigating product
documentation and networking in forums and social media to build your skills and a
network to draw on when solving problems under pressure. There are chapters of stepby-step technical content as well as coverage of essential skills to succeed as a DBA
no matter which database engine you administer. By the time you are done reading this
book, you will have confidence to face many of the situations thrown in your direction.
You will know where to go for the answers you don’t yet know that you need. You’ll be
able to work and troubleshoot under pressure. You’ll know how to create a database,
institute backup and recovery procedures, secure the database and its valuable
corporate data, and acquire more knowledge as needed so you can run a database to
meet the needs of your organization. What You'll Learn Install Oracle Database with
best practices Implement backup and recovery procedures Understand the
fundamentals of databases and data security Find answers to technical problems using
Oracle documentation, Oracle Support, and other resources Patch and upgrade an
Oracle database Who This Book Is For The novice database administrator who wants
help getting off the ground with their DBA career, and in building the skills to let that
career flourish in the long term. Mid-level DBAs will also find the book helpful as they try
to grow their career to the next level. While the book is geared toward the Oracle
platform, database administrators from other platforms can benefit from the soft skills
covered in this book.
A thorough reference on database administration outlines a variety of DBA roles and
responsibilities and discusses such topics as data modeling and normalization,
database/application design, change management, database security and data
integrity, performance issues, disaster planning, and other essentials. Original.
(Advanced)
Enterprise Manager 12c (EM12c), Oracle’s newest and fully-integrated enterprise
management product, now provides a complete cloud lifecycle management solution
and enterprise environment management interface. Expert Oracle Enterprise Manager
12c opens up the secrets of this incredible management tool, saving you time while
enhancing your visibility as someone management can rely upon to deliver reliable
database service in today’s increasingly chaotic and change-driven IT environment.
Expert Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c covers all the topics you demand and need to
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function effectively, from basic monitoring and configuration to advanced metric
extensions and plugins. Real-life scenarios and demonstrations place you in the
comfort zone of using the EM12c console, and the experienced author team provides
deep understanding of the inner workings of this new Enterprise Manager. Database
administrators and system administrators are expected to offer increasing levels of
service for 24X7 systems and newer cloud environments. Em12c offers robust, end-toend intelligent management of the complete environment. It includes direct, real-time
integration with Oracle’s online knowledgebase. Expert Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c
helps you master this important tool and manage any challenge that comes your way.
Provides example solutions to everyday problems through EM12c features. Explains
the changes in EM12c, included trusted extensions. Focuses on advanced aspects of
the EM12c interface.
A fully updated, integrated self-study system for the Oracle Database SQL Exam This
thoroughly revised Oracle Press guide offers 100% coverage of all objectives on the
latest version of the Oracle Database SQL Exam. Ideal both as a study guide and onthe-job reference, OCA Oracle Database SQL Exam Guide (Exam 1Z0-071) features
detailed explanations, examples, practice questions, and chapter summaries.
“Certification Objectives,” “Exam Watch,” and “On the Job” sections reinforce salient
points throughout. You will gain access to two complete practice exams that match the
tone, tenor, and format of the live test. Get complete coverage every topic on Exam
1Z0-071, including: • DDL and SQL SELECT statements • Manipulating, restricting,
and sorting data • Single-row and group functions • Displaying data from multiple
tables • Subqueries • Schema objects • Set operators • Grouping related data •
Report creation • Data dictionary views • Large data sets • Hierarchical retrieval •
Regular expression support • User access control The electronic includes: • Two full
practice exams • Detailed answers and explanations
The authors have revised and updated this bestseller to include both the Oracle8i and
new Oracle9i Internet-savvy database products.

Pro Oracle Database 12c Administration is a book focused on results. Author
Darl Kuhn draws from a well of experience over a decade deep to lay out realworld techniques that lead to success as an Oracle Database administrator. He
gives clear explanations on how to perform critical tasks. He weaves in theory
where necessary without bogging you down in unneeded detail. He is not afraid
to take a stand on how things should be done. He won’t leave you adrift in a sea
of choices, showing you three ways to do something and then walking away.
Database administration isn’t about passing a certified exam, or about pointingand-clicking your way through a crisis. Database administration is about applying
the right solution at the right time, about avoiding risk, about making robust
choices that get you home each night in time for dinner with your family. If you
have “buck stops here” responsibility for an Oracle database, then Pro Oracle
Database 12c Administration is the book you need to help elevate yourself to the
level of Professional Oracle Database Administrator. Covers multi-tenant
container and pluggable database implementation and management Condenses
and organizes the core job of a database administrator into one volume. Takes a
results-oriented approach to getting things done. Lays a foundation upon which
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to build a senior level of expertise
Introduce the latest version of the fundamental SQL language used in all
relational databases today with Casteel’s ORACLE 12C: SQL, 3E. Much more
than a study guide, this edition helps those who have only a basic knowledge of
databases master the latest SQL and Oracle concepts and techniques. Learners
gain a strong understanding of how to use Oracle 12c SQL most effectively as
they prepare for the first exam in the Oracle Database Administrator or Oracle
Developer Certification Exam paths. This edition initially focuses on creating
database objects, including tables, constraints, indexes, sequences, and more.
The author then explores data query techniques, such as row filtering, joins,
single-row functions, aggregate functions, subqueries, and views, as well as
advanced query topics. ORACLE 12C: SQL, 3E introduces the latest features
and enhancements in 12c, from enhanced data types and invisible columns to
new CROSS and OUTER APPLY methods for joins. To help readers transition to
further studies, appendixes introduce SQL tuning, compare Oracle's SQL syntax
with other databases, and overview Oracle connection interface tools: SQL
Developer and SQL Plus. Readers can trust ORACLE 12C: SQL, 3E to provide
the knowledge for Oracle certification testing and the solid foundation for
pursuing a career as a successful database administrator or developer. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
Pro Oracle Database 11g Administration is a book focused on results. Author
Darl Kuhn draws from a well of experience over a decade deep to lay out realworld techniques that lead to success as an Oracle Database administrator. He
gives clear explanations on how to perform critical tasks. He weaves in theory
where necessary without bogging you down in unneeded detail. He is not afraid
to take a stand on how things should be done. He won’t leave you adrift in a sea
of choices, showing you three ways to do something and then walking away.
Database administration isn’t about passing a certified exam, or about pointingand-clicking your way through a crisis. Database administration is about applying
the right solution at the right time, about avoiding risk, about making robust
choices that get you home each night in time for dinner with your family. If you
have “buck stops here” responsibility for an Oracle database, then Pro Oracle
Database 11g Administration is the book you need to help elevate yourself to the
level of Professional Oracle Database Administrator. Condenses and organizes
the core job of a database administrator into one volume. Takes a resultsoriented approach to getting things done. Lays a foundation upon which to build a
senior level of expertise
Take a simple approach to learning the Oracle GoldenGate product. This
approach provides the in-depth perspective of GoldenGate from an
implementer’s viewpoint; however, also addresses why the management
viewpoint is important as well. Your journey through this book includes and
architecture discussion of GoldenGate and the benefits of purchasing
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GoldenGate from a management perspective. Then the book quickly moves into
advanced implementation components associated with GoldenGate. You’ll find
many use-cases and instructions throughout the book to help with everything
from easy to complex GoldenGate implementations. An Oracle GoldenGate
implementation generally consists of a group project, involving both business and
technical resources. Pro Oracle GoldenGate for the DBA provides the viewpoint
from the DBA’s vantage point. This approach provides the components of who,
what, why, when, and how in defining the implementation and support of a
GoldenGate project. The success of most technical projects require the support
of multiple resource groups, and Pro Oracle GoldenGate for the DBA supplies
the insight for the DBA member to understand the implementation and support
process. Takes you through justification, installation, and support. Provides the
DBA perspective toward a successful a result. Covers from basic toward
increasingly advanced implementations What You Will Learn Understand the
core architecture of data replication using Oracle GoldenGate Implement a oneway setup of a classic capture and an integrated capture and replication Design,
architect and implement a multi-master replication model Replicate unsupported
data types using tokens Manage and troubleshoot multiple GoldenGate
implementations New features of GoldenGate supported in Oracle 12c Who this
Book is For Pro Oracle GoldenGate for the DBA is aimed squarely at Oracle
database administrators who find themselves involved in GoldenGate integration
projects. The book provides the DBA view into such projects, helping database
administrators toward successful implementations and solid business results.
This updated study guide for the latest release of the most popular database
software in the world—Oracle Database 11g— reviews using the RMAN recovery
catalog, handling Flashback technology, managing memory and resources,
automating tasks, diagnosing the database, and much more. Plus, more than 100
pages of workbook exercises help prepare you to take the 1Z0-053 exam. Note:
CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of
eBook file.
A Complete Study System for OCA Exam 1Z0-061 Prepare for the Oracle
Certified Associate Oracle Database 12c SQL Fundamentals I exam with this
Oracle Press guide. Each chapter features challenging exercises, a certification
summary, a two-minute drill, and a self-test to reinforce the topics presented.
This authoritative resource helps you pass the exam and also serves as an
essential, on-the-job reference. Get complete coverage of all OCA objectives for
exam 1Z0-061, including: Data retrieval using the SQL SELECT statement
Restricting and sorting data Single-row functions Using conversion functions and
conditional expressions Reporting aggregated data with the group functions
Displaying data from multiple tables with joins Using subqueries to solve
problems Using the set operators Manipulating data with DML statements Using
DDL statements to create and manage tables Electronic content includes: 150+
practice exam questions with detailed answers and explanations Score report
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performance assessment tool
Start developing with Oracle SQL. This book is a one-stop introduction to
everything you need to know about getting started developing an Oracle
Database. You'll learn about foundational concepts, setting up a simple schema,
adding data, reading data from the database, and making changes. No
experience with databases is required to get started. Examples in the book are
built around Oracle Live SQL, a freely available, online sandbox for practicing
and experimenting with SQL statements, and Oracle Express Edition, a free
version of Oracle Database that is available for download. A marquee feature of
Beginning Oracle SQL for Oracle Database 18c is the small chapter size.
Content is divided into easily digestible chunks that can be read and practiced in
very short intervals of time, making this the ideal book for a busy professional to
learn from. Even just a 15-20 minute block of free time can be put to good use.
Author Ben Brumm begins by helping you understand what a database is, and
getting you set up with a sandbox in which to practice the SQL that you are
learning. From there, easily digestible chapters cover, point-by-point, the different
aspects of writing queries to get data out of a database. You’ll also learn about
creating tables and getting data into the database. Crucial topics such as working
with nulls and writing analytic queries are given the attention they deserve,
helping you to avoid pitfalls when writing queries for production use. What You'll
Learn Create, update, and delete tables in an Oracle database Add, update,
delete data from those database tables Query and view data stored in your
database Manipulate and transform data using in-built database functions and
features Correctly choose when to use Oracle-specific syntax and features Who
This Book Is For Those new to Oracle who are planning to develop software
using Oracle as the back-end data store. The book is also for those who are
getting started in software development and realize they need to learn some kind
of database language. Those who are learning software development on the side
of their normal job, or learning it as a college student, who are ready to learn
what a database is and how to use it also will find this book useful.
Beginning Oracle Database 12c Administration is your entry point into a
successful and satisfying career as an Oracle Database Administrator. The
chapters of this book are logically organized into four parts closely tracking the
way your database administration career will naturally evolve. Part 1 "Database
Concepts" gives necessary background in relational database theory and Oracle
Database concepts, Part 2 "Database Implementation" teaches how to
implement an Oracle database correctly, Part 3 "Database Support" exposes you
to the daily routine of a database administrator, and Part 4 "Database Tuning"
introduces the fine art of performance tuning. Beginning Oracle Database 12c
Administration provides information that you won't find in other books on Oracle
Database. You'll discover not only technical information, but also guidance on
work practices that are as vital to your success as are your technical skills. The
author's favorite chapter is "The Big Picture and the Ten Deliverables." (It is the
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editor’s favorite chapter too!) If you take the lessons in that chapter to heart, you
can quickly become a much better Oracle database administrator than you ever
thought possible. You will grasp the key aspects of theory behind relational
database management systems and learn how to: • Install and configure an
Oracle database, and ensure that it’s properly licensed; • Execute common
management tasks in a Linux environment; • Defend against data loss by
implementing sound backup and recovery practices; and • Improve database and
query performance.
Write SQL statements that are more powerful, simpler, and faster using Oracle SQL and its full
range of features. This book provides a clearer way of thinking about SQL by building sets, and
provides practical advice for using complex features while avoiding anti-patterns that lead to
poor performance and wrong results. Relevant theories, real-world best practices, and style
guidelines help you get the most out of Oracle SQL. Pro Oracle SQL Development is for
anyone who already knows Oracle SQL and is ready to take their skills to the next level. Many
developers, analysts, testers, and administrators use Oracle databases frequently, but their
queries are limited because they do not have the knowledge, experience, or right environment
to help them take full advantage of Oracle’s advanced features. This book will inspire you to
achieve more with your Oracle SQL statements through tips for creating your own style for
writing simple, yet powerful, SQL. It teaches you how to think about and solve performance
problems in Oracle SQL, and covers advanced topics and shows you how to become an
Oracle expert. What You'll Learn Understand the power of Oracle SQL and where to apply it
Create a database development environment that is simple, scalable, and conducive to
learning Solve complex problems that were previously solved in a procedural language Write
large Oracle SQL statements that are powerful, simple, and fast Apply coding styles to make
your SQL statements more readable Tune large Oracle SQL statements to eliminate and avoid
performance problems Who This Book Is For Developers, testers, analysts, and administrators
who want to harness the full power of Oracle SQL to solve their problems as simply and as
quickly as possible. For traditional database professionals the book offers new ways of thinking
about the language they have used for so long. For modern full stack developers the book
explains how a database can be much more than simply a place to store data.
Now in its third edition, this best-selling book continues to bring you some of the best thinking
on how to apply Oracle Database to produce scalable applications that perform well and
deliver correct results. Tom Kyte and Darl Kuhn share a simple philosophy: "you can treat
Oracle as a black box and just stick data into it, or you can understand how it works and exploit
it as a powerful computing environment." If you choose the latter, then you’ll find that there are
few information management problems that you cannot solve quickly and elegantly. This fully
revised third edition covers the developments up to Oracle Database 12c. Significant new
content is included surrounding Oracle's new cloud feature set, and especially the use of
pluggable databases. Each feature is taught in a proof-by-example manner, not only
discussing what it is, but also how it works, how to implement software using it, and the
common pitfalls associated with it. Don’t treat Oracle Database as a black-box. Get this book.
Get under the hood. Turbo-charge your career. Revised to cover Oracle Database 12c Proofby-example approach: Let the evidence be your guide Dives deeply into Oracle Database’s
most powerful features
RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 12c is an example-driven approach to the Oracle
database administrator's #1 job responsibility: Be able to recover the database. Of all the
things you are responsible for as database administrator, nothing is more important than the
data itself. Like it or not, the fearsome responsibility of protecting your organization's most
critical data falls squarely upon your shoulders: Lose that data and your company could fail.
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Lose that data and you could be out of a job. Oracle's flagship database product fortunately
implements a wide-ranging feature set to aid you in the all-important task of safeguarding
against data loss. Recovery Manager, or RMAN, is at the heart of that feature set, and is the
tool most-often used to initiate database backup and recovery operations. In this book, wellknown authors and database experts Darl Kuhn, Sam Alapati, and Arup Nanda have created a
set of examples encompassing the gamut of backup and recovery tasks that you might need to
perform. Sometimes, especially when the heat is on, a good example is what you need to get
started towards a solution. RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 12c delivers. It’ll be the book
you reach for when that dreaded call comes in at 3:00am some dreary morning. It’ll be the
book that lets you sleep at night knowing that no matter what transpires, that you've done your
job well and can recover from any outage. RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 12c gets right
to the point with quick and easy-to-read, step-by-step solutions that can help you backup and
recover your data with confidence. What you’ll learn Reliably back up and recover your
database using Oracle's Recovery Manager Let Oracle Database manage your backup files
via the Fast Recovery Area Automate backup and recovery tasks by writing scripts
Troubleshoot RMAN problems and optimize RMAN performance Recover from the loss of a
control file, loss of an online redo log, and from other unusual situations Who this book is for
RMAN Recipes for Oracle Database 12c is aimed squarely at Oracle database administrators
responsible for database backup and recovery operations. Table of Contents Backup and
Recovery 101 Jump-Starting RMAN Using the Fast Recovery Area Using RMAN Configuring
the RMAN Environment Using the Recovery Catalog Making Backups with RMAN Maintaining
RMAN Backups and the Repository Scripting RMAN Restoring the Control File Performing
Complete Recovery Performing Incomplete Recovery Performing Flashback Recovery
Handling Online Redo Log Failures Duplicating Databases and Transporting Data Tuning
RMAN Troubleshooting RMAN Implementing Oracle Secure Backup Performing Backup and
Recovery with Enterprise Manager Using the Data Recovery Advisor Using RMAN on
Windows DataGuard RMAN and RAC RMAN and ASM RMAN and Exadata
Expert Oracle Exadata, 2nd Edition opens up the internals of Oracle's Exadata platform so that
you can fully benefit from the most performant and scalable database hardware appliance
capable of running Oracle Database. This edition is fully-updated to cover Exadata 5-2 and
Oracle Database 12c. If you're new to Exadata, you'll soon learn that it embodies a change in
how you think about and manage relational databases. A key part of that change lies in the
concept of offloading SQL processing to the storage layer. In addition there is Oracle's
engineering effort in creating a powerful platform for both consolidation and transaction
processing. The resulting value proposition in the form of Exadata has truly been a gamechanger. Expert Oracle Exadata, 2nd Edition provides a look at the internals and how the
combination of hardware and software that comprise Exadata actually work. Authors include
Martin Bach, Andy Colvin, and Frits Hoogland, with contributions from Karl Arao, and built on
the foundation laid by Kerry Osborne, Randy Johnson, and Tanel Poder in the first edition.
They share their real-world experience gained through a great many Exadata implementations,
possibly more than any other group of experts today. Always their goal is toward helping you
advance your career through success with Exadata in your own environment. This book is
intended for readers who want to understand what makes the platform tick and for
whom—"how" it does what it is does is as important as what it does. By being exposed to the
features that are unique to Exadata, you will gain an understanding of the mechanics that will
allow you to fully benefit from the advantages that the platform provides. This book changes
how you think about managing SQL performance and processing. It provides a roadmap to
successful Exadata implementation. And it removes the "black box" mystique. You'll learn how
Exadata actually works and be better able to manage your Exadata engineered systems in
support of your business. This book: Changes the way you think about managing SQL
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performance and processing Provides a roadmap to successful Exadata implementation
Removes the "black box" mystique, showing how Exadata actually works
PeopleSoft for the Oracle DBA, Second Edition stands on the boundary between the
PeopleSoft application and the Oracle database. This new edition of David Kurtz's book is
freshly revised, showing how to tame the beast and manage Oracle successfully in a
PeopleSoft environment. You’ll learn about PeopleSoft’s Internet architecture and its use of
Oracle’s Tuxedo Application Server. You’ll find full coverage of key database issues such as
indexing, connectivity, and tablespace usage as they apply to PeopleSoft. Kurtz also provides
some of the best advice and information to be found anywhere on managing and
troubleshooting performance issues in a PeopleSoft environment. The solid coverage of
performance troubleshooting is enough by itself to make PeopleSoft for the Oracle DBA a musthave book for any Oracle Database administrator working in support of a PeopleSoft
environment. Explains PeopleSoft’s technical architecture as it relates to Oracle Database
Demonstrates how to instrument and measure the performance of PeopleSoft Provides
techniques to troubleshoot and resolve performance problems
An updated guide for an updated certification exam! As the most popular database software in
the world, OracleDatabase 12c has been updated for the first time in nearly sixyears and the
changes are significant. This study guide reviews howOracle 12c allows multiple instances to
be used simultaneously viathe cloud. You'll sharpen your skills to prepare for the threelevels of
certification: Oracle Certified Associate, OracleCertified Professional, and Oracle Certified
Master. Workbookexercise appendix, test engine, chapter review questions,electronic
flashcards, searchable PDF glossary, and two bonuspractice exams all help to enhance your
preparation to take theOracle 12c exam. Addresses such topics as: database architecture,
configuringand recoverability, configuring backup specifications, andperforming user-managed
backup and recovery Reviews how to use RMAN to create backups, perform recovery,and
duplicate a database Looks at performing tablespace point-in-time recovery and
usingflashback technology Covers diagnosing the database, managing memory,
managingresources, and automating tasks Focusing 100 percent on the exam objectives,
OCP: OracleDatabase 12c Administrator Certified Professional Study Guideis designed for
those who feel they are ready to attempt thischallenging exam.
Pro Oracle Database 12c AdministrationApress
Performance problems are rarely "problems" per se. They are more often "crises" during which
you’re pressured for results by a manager standing outside your cubicle while your phone
rings with queries from the help desk. You won’t have the time for a leisurely perusal of the
manuals, nor to lean back and read a book on theory. What you need in that situation is a book
of solutions, and solutions are precisely what Oracle Database 12c Performance Tuning
Recipes delivers. Oracle Database 12c Performance Tuning Recipes is a ready reference for
database administrators in need of immediate help with performance issues relating to Oracle
Database. The book takes an example-based approach, wherein each chapter covers a
specific problem domain. Within each chapter are "recipes," showing by example how to
perform common tasks in that chapter’s domain. Solutions in the recipes are backed by clear
explanations of background and theory from the author team. Whatever the task, if it’s
performance-related, you’ll probably find a recipe and a solution in this book. Provides proven
solutions to real-life Oracle performance problems Offers relevant background and theory to
support each solution Gets straight to the point for when you're under pressure for results
An all-in-one study guide prepares you for the updated OracleCertified Associate certification
It's been nearly six years since Oracle updated its cornerstonedatabase software, making the
demand for a comprehensive studyguide for the OCA 12c certification a top priority. This
resourceanswers that demand. Packed with invaluable insight, chapter reviewquestions, bonus
practice exams, hundreds of electronic flashcards,and a searchable glossary of terms, this
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study guide prepares youfor the challenging Oracle certification exams. Provides you with a
solid understanding of restricting andsorting data Walks you through using conversion
functions and conditionalexpressions Addresses displaying data from multiple tables,
manipulatingdata, database maintenance, and database backups and recovery Explores the
Oracle database architecture and discussespreparing the database environment, creating an
Oracle database,and managing the Oracle instance Focuses on administering and
implementing user security This must-have study guide thoroughly prepares you to take
thedramatically updated Oracle 12c OCA exams.
Using real life problems and simple solutions this book will make any issue seem small.
WebLogic Server books can be a bit dry but Dalton keeps the tone light and ensures no matter
how complex the problem you always feel like you have someone right there with you helping
you along. This book is ideal for those who know the basics of WebLogic but want to dive
deeper and get to grips with more advanced topics. So if you are a datacenter operator,
system administrator or even a Java developer this book could be exactly what you are looking
for to take you one step further with Oracle WebLogic Serv.
Oracle Core: Essential Internals for DBAs and Developers by Jonathan Lewis provides just the
essential information about Oracle Database internals that every database administrator needs
for troubleshooting—no more, no less. Oracle Database seems complex on the surface.
However, its extensive feature set is really built upon upon a core infrastructure resulting from
sound architectural decisions made very early on that have stood the test of time. This core
infrastructure manages transactions and the ability to commit and roll back changes, protects
the integrity of the database, enables backup and recovery, and allows for scalability to
thousands of users all accessing the same data. Most performance, backup, and recovery
problems that database administrators face on a daily basis can easily be identified through
understanding the essential core of Oracle Database architecture that Lewis describes in this
book. Provides proven content from a world-renowned performance and troubleshooting expert
Emphasizes the significance of internals knowledge to rapid identification of database
performance problems Covers the core essentials and does not waste your time with esoterica
Database Administration, Second Edition , is the definitive, technology-independent guide to
the modern discipline of database administration. Packed with best practices and proven
solutions for any database platform or environment, this text fully reflects the field’s latest
realities and challenges. Drawing on more than thirty years of database experience, Mullins
focuses on problems that today’s DBAs actually face, and skills and knowledge they simply
must have. Mullins presents realistic, thorough, and up-to-date coverage of every DBA task,
including creating database environments, data modeling, normalization, design, performance,
data integrity, compliance, governance, security, backup/recovery, disaster planning, data and
storage management, data movement/distribution, data warehousing, connectivity, metadata,
tools, and more. This edition adds new coverage of “Big Data,” database appliances, cloud
computing, and NoSQL. Mullins includes an entirely new chapter on the DBA’s role in
regulatory compliance, with substantial new material on data breaches, auditing, encryption,
retention, and metadata management. You’ll also find an all-new glossary, plus up-to-theminute DBA rules of thumb.
Learn all of the available upgrade and migration methods in detail to move to Oracle Database
version 12c. You will become familiar with database upgrade best practices to complete the
upgrade in an effective manner and understand the Oracle Database 12c patching process. So
it’s time to upgrade Oracle Database to version 12c and you need to choose the appropriate
method while considering issues such as downtime. This book explains all of the available
upgrade and migration methods so you can choose the one that suits your environment. You
will be aware of the practical issues and proactive measures to take to upgrade successfully
and reduce unexpected issues. With every release of Oracle Database there are new features
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and fixes to bugs identified in previous versions. As each release becomes obsolete, existing
databases need to be upgraded. Oracle Database Upgrade and Migration Methods explains
each method along with its strategy, requirements, steps, and known issues that have been
seen so far. This book also compares the methods to help you choose the proper method
according to your constraints. Also included in this book: Pre-requisite patches and preupgrade steps Patching to perform changes at the binary and database level to apply bug fixes
What You Will Learn: Understand the need and importance of database upgrading and
migration Be aware of the challenges associated with database upgrade decision making
Compare all upgrade/migration methods Become familiar with database upgrade best
practices and recommendations Understand database upgrade concepts in high availability
and multi-tenant environments Know the database downgrade steps in case the upgraded
database isn’t compatible with the environment Discover the features and benefits to the
organization when it moves from the old database version to the latest database version
Understand Oracle 12c patching concepts Who This Book Is For: Core database
administrators, solution architects, business consultants, and database architects
Pro Oracle Fusion Applications is your one-stop source for help with installing Oracle’s Fusion
Applications suite in your on-premise environment. It also aids in the monitoring and ongoing
administration of your Fusion environment. Author Tushar Thakker is widely known for his
writings and expertise on Oracle Fusion Applications, and now he brings his accumulated
wisdom to you in the form of this convenient handbook. Provisioning an Oracle Fusion
Applications infrastructure is a daunting task. You’ll have to plan a suitable topology and install
the required database, an enterprise-wide identity management solution, and the applications
themselves—all while working with a wide variety of people who may not always be accustomed
to working together. Pro Oracle Fusion Applications provides a path to success that you won’t
want to be without. Beyond installation, Pro Oracle Fusion Applications provides excellent
guidance on managing, monitoring, diagnostics, and troubleshooting your environment. The
book also covers patching, a mundane but essential task that must be done regularly to keep
your installation protected and running smoothly. The comprehensive and wide-ranging
coverage makes Pro Oracle Fusion Applications an important book for anyone with
responsibility for installation and ongoing management of an Oracle Fusion Applications
installation.
Oracle SQL Tuning with SQLTXPLAIN is a practical guide to SQL tuning the way Oracle's own
experts do it, using a freely downloadable tool called SQLTXPLAIN. Using this simple tool
you'll learn how to tune even the most complex SQL, and you'll learn to do it quickly, without
the huge learning curve usually associated with tuning as a whole. Firmly based in real world
problems, this book helps you reclaim system resources and avoid the most common
bottleneck in overall performance, badly tuned SQL. You'll learn how the optimizer works, how
to take advantage of its latest features, and when it's better to turn them off. Quickly tune any
SQL statement no matter how complex. Build and tune test cases without affecting production.
Use the latest tuning features with confidence.
When your database application isn’t running fast enough, troubleshooting is usually your first
move. Finding the slow part of an application is often easy, but discovering a solution can
prove much more difficult. Troubleshooting Oracle Performance helps by providing a
systematic approach to addressing the underlying causes of poor database application
performance. Written for developers by an application developer who has learned by doing,
this book shows you how to plan for performance as you would for any other application
requirement.
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